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Alpklyftan is a healthcare corporation, which works for the benefit of mankind and direct them
towards positive change and development. We have a purpose to build up a unique relationship
with the people who come to us for help and treatment. Ã–ppenvÃ¥rd GÃ¶teborg services include
numerous medical treatments such as observation of the patients, IV therapy, treatment of the injury
and medication services. It also takes account of the diagnostic treatment and activities related to
the surgeries.  X-ray technique, laboratory practices, Magnetic Resonance Imaging or in short MRI,
calculation of Bone Density and special private clinics also fall within the regime of Ã–ppenvÃ¥rd
GÃ¶teborg. The Ã–ppenvÃ¥rd of our center is situated in King's Stone.

Currently our health center has about 25 therapists who work full time to treat the patients with
some problems. We carry out our HVB GÃ¶teborg business in Villa Park, which is located in Keillers
Park on Ramberget in Gothenburg. The place has a breath taking scenic beauty calmness. Our
patients and also the doctors can come here regularly without any difficulty as this place is at the
center of Gothenburg and can be communicated from every place with ease. We also have more
than a few boende GÃ¶teborg in the vicinity of this center.  These are the places where the
authorities of the health care and also the trainer of our center live. We also arrange for
trÃ¤ningslÃ¤genhet GÃ¶teborg from a lot of private owners.

Alpklyftan has a few fundamental rules for their staff. We provide top quality behandling GÃ¶teborg
to all our patients and offer them broad range of resolution for every problem. Our employees are
flexible enough to give you the best of services. We want to build an association where our clients
can feel that they are our first priority and we have their requirements in mind. We offer youthful
people services to fulfill their requests, to realize their conditions and to motivate them in their life.
Our center has at all times two staff on responsibility around the timer for HVB division. Our health
unit comprises of social workers, family analyst, and behavioral therapist. We also have
amusement, customs and sports instruction teacher. All the staff has average knowledge of more
than10 years. We only appoint people for treatment who are very accomplished therapists and are
experienced in working with young community for along time.

Our familjehem GÃ¶teborg services are extended for the customers who need this very much. We
constantly assess and scrutinize ourselves so that we get the prospect to improve. Our motto is to
get better health care result for the customers.  We will recommend our familjehem GÃ¶teborg to our
clients that are exemplified by assurance, capability and admiration towards the patients. We have
HVB GÃ¶teborg in various places like Kville, Gamlestaden and FrÃ¶lunda, DelsjÃ¶n.

Professor Arnold Goldstein has developed ART GÃ¶teborg in the USA. ART or Aggression
Replacement Training is a flourishing technique, which is applicable for the behandling ungdomar.
This therapy is best suitable for the violent and criminal youth. It is based on behavioral remedial
approaches that focus on altering some characteristic of the negative and harmful behavior.
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out in Villa Park on Ramberget, which is a very beautiful place and appropriate for the patients.
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